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Penny Wars—this is the one of the most fun fundraising games!  

 How it works: 

  - Each class/grade gets a large glass jar. 

  - Each jar is clearly labeled and placed in a central location at your school. 

  - The goal for each class is to fill the jar up with as many pennies as possible over a week’s time  (or a day, de
  pending on how long you would like the war to last). 

 The goal here (and the part that’s going to raise the most money) is to sabotage the rival class jars. The students do this 
 by putting coins and bills other than pennies in the jars. 

 So, 10 pennies would be cancelled out by a dime, 100 pennies would be cancelled out be a dollar, etc.  The team with 
 the best total is the winner! 

Principal Challenge– what student wouldn’t enjoy seeing their principal doing something silly! 

 A principal challenge is all about raising money to see the principal do something ridiculous, like get pied in the face or 
 dye his or her hair. 

 For a week or a month, have your students pay to pick their favorite punishment or challenge. Have different containers 
 set up for each activity and let students donate however much they’d like.  

 It’s a great way to unify students and create a stronger bond between them and the administration. Plus, it raises    
 money in the fight to end breast cancer! 

Pink Shirt Day—show your support throughout the school! 

 Students can help spread the word by cutting out pink shirts, decorating them and hanging them throughout the 
 school to advertise the Pink Shirt Day.  

 Teachers and students can pay to participate and will get a sticker in return that says they are helping to make a      
 difference in the fight against breast cancer. 

Sell Masterpieces– the kids will be thrilled to show off their art skills! 

 Coordinate with the art teacher and have students create watercolor paintings that can be reprinted into anything from 
 t-shirts to mugs to stickers to holiday cards.  These make great gifts and the timing is perfect! 

Mini Strides Fun-Run or Walk!- promote exercise while fundraising! 

 Organize a Mini Strides Walk or run that the students can participate in . Encourage them to raise pledges from their 
 families or ask for a specific donation amount (i.e. $1) Make it a fun event with music, snacks, and high energy! 

Recipe Book—Yummy! 

 At the beginning or end of the school year, ask students to contribute family recipes and create one school-wide recipe 
 book. Sell the book to parents and community members. 
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Hat Day 

 Hat day is a simple fundraiser to put together, and it’s fun, too! 

 Since hats generally aren’t allowed in schools, designate a day where students and faculty get to wear one for a small 
 donation. Give a dollar; wear a hat! It’s that easy. 

Pajama Day! 

 Getting kids ready in the morning is always a fun time! 

 Give parents a little break and raise money at the same time! Host a school-wide pajama day. Students can donate a 
 dollar or two to wear pajamas the whole day.   

Art Exhibition—Showcase students artwork for a good cause! 

 Create an event during school or after school when parents can come to school and view a gallery of the students art
 work. Attendees can “bid” on the artwork, and the school can donate the proceeds to Making Strides! 

Mini Strides Fun-Run or Walk!- promote exercise while fundraising! 

 Organize a Mini Strides Walk or run that the students can participate in . Encourage them to raise pledges from their 
 families or ask for a specific donation amount (i.e. $1) Make it a fun event with music, snacks, and high energy! 

Recipe Book—Yummy! 

 At the beginning or end of the school year, ask students to contribute family recipes and create one school-wide recipe 
 book. Sell the book to parents and community members. 
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Car Wash! 

 Generate awareness around the community that your school is supporting Making Strides Against Breast Cancer by 
 hosting a car wash in the school parking lot. 

 Offer to wash cars of parents and people driving past the school for a donation. 

Teacher Charity Game 

 Generate excitement among the students about attending a special sports game (i.e. basketball) that has teams made 
 up of their teachers! Sell tickets to watch the game, have a concession stand, and let the fundraising begin! 

Art Exhibition—Showcase students artwork for a good cause! 

 Create an event during school or after school when parents can come to school and view a gallery of the students art
 work. Attendees can “bid” on the artwork, and the school can donate the proceeds to Making Strides! 

Game Day 

 Plan an afternoon of board games and indoor (or outdoor) activities that students and teachers can sign up for in      
 advance, and participate in a number of games around the school. Offer small prizes for winners.  

Pink Shirt Day—show your support throughout the school! 

 Students can help spread the word by cutting out pink shirts, decorating them and hanging them throughout the 
 school to advertise the Pink Shirt Day.  

 Teachers and students can pay to participate and will get a sticker in return that says they are helping to make a      
 difference in the fight against breast cancer. 

Mini Strides Fun-Run or Walk!- promote exercise while fundraising! 

 Organize a Mini Strides Walk or run that the students can participate in . Encourage them to raise pledges from their 
 families or ask for a specific donation amount (i.e. $1) Make it a fun event with music, snacks, and high energy! 

Recipe Book—Yummy! 

 At the beginning or end of the school year, ask students to contribute family recipes and create one school-wide recipe 
 book. Sell the book to parents and community members. 


